Ladybird
The Ladybird is a new concept of wide format folder integrated with
the HP Designjet T2300 T1300 series without extra footprint
requirement allows fast and efficient finishing of your wide colour
document ready for distribution.

The Ladybird is a compact
and quiet unit, ideal for
project teams and print
service. Small but very
powerful for big project.

Main characteristics
 Folder specifically designed to operate on the HP Designjet t2300,t1300
and t790 the compact depth of the Ladybird folder allows a comfortable
use of the printer.
 High folding accuracy and any length is folded.
 Easy to operate and use, product without consumables.
 Innovative folder speed control system synchronized with the printer
variable output speed, handle any print quality: draft, normal and high
mode.
 Drying device to ensure copy with colour coverage neatly folded.
 Robust product built to last and for heavy use.
 Powerful Japanese step motors extremely reliable and quiet.
 Easy selection copy folded or unfolded

Features
Type
On line folder with speed synchronized with HP T2300 T1300 T790
NO FOLD: bypass for unfolded copy
Metric Folding Programs
DIN A: 190mm+20mm x 297mm (with RIP)
DIN B: 190mm x 297mm
DIN C: 210mm x 297mm
Cross Folding :by second insertion

Depth 297
Imperial Folding Programs
7.5”x11”
7.5”+1”margin x11” (with RIP)
8.5”x11”
9x12”
Cross Folding :by second insertion

11” or 12”

Foldable sizes
Min. width: 297 max: 915mm
Min. length: 500max: 3500mm
Inline solution with HP driver and HP printing utility
Online solution: with third solution RIP software
RIP ( option with DEVStudio or SCP )
These software increase the system productivity, the
wide format documents are correctly oriented for
the fold process thanks to the plot files preview, the
plot justification on a wider paper roll, plot margin
crops and remote fold programs selection.

Technical Specifications
Dimensions
Deep
Width
Height
Weight:
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500mm
1150 mm
800 mm
80 kg

Power: 100-240Vac 50/60 Hz 230W
Noise: 58dbA
Media: HP paper 2” 80-90 gsm
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